Motivated by the similar mass splitting in light-light and heavy-light J P = 0 − and J P = 0 + mesons, the SU(3)-symmetry breaking effects splitting the massses in the 0 − and 0 + channels of the D meson are analyzed in the framework of QCD sum rules with an underlying cq structure. We take into account operator mixing to obtain an infrared stable OPE including complete non-perturbative and perturbative O(m q ) corrections to the correlation function. With the same threshold for both channels, the mass splitting arising from the sum-rules has the same behavior as the observed spectrum. In particular, we obtain m Ds − m D d ∼ 35MeV in the 0 − channel and m D d − m Ds ∼ 12MeV in the 0 + channel at a renormalization scale µ = 1GeV. The splitting can be attributed to the different roles of mass effects and the parity-dependent " force " induced from non-perturbative QCD vacuum. Further analysis shows that due to this "parity-dependent" force it is natural that the mass gap of the two states in the 0 − channel is larger than the 0 + channel. When we increase the renormalization scale to µ = 1.3GeV the splitting remains unchanged which demonstrates a correct scale invariance. Combined with HQET, generalization to other channels of charmed mesons and b-systems are briefly discussed .
I. INTRODUCTION
The SU(3) quark model of hadrons [1, 2] provide an intuitive understanding of hadronic properties. Due to the non-perturbative nature of low energy QCD we have to employ nonperturbative methods in the hadronic sector. The QCD sum rule approach [3] [4] [5] has proven to be a successful non-perturbative method to extract reasonable results in the hadronic sector.
Similar success have been achieved with light-cone QCD sum rules [6, 7] which represent a further-developed version of the original sum-rule approach. We will not dwell on the overall success of the QCD sum rules, but will focus on the light and heavy J P = 0 − and J P = 0 + channels.
It is observed [36] that the mass splitting in the J P = 0 − channel for the lowest light mesons is in line with their underlying structures from the naive quark model estimates. This splitting of lowest light pseudoscalars with quantum numbers of the π, K, η and η ′ is well accommodated in QCD sum rules if the instanton effects are appropriately [8] included since the instanton contributions to the correlation function are different from each member of a multiplet due to its dependence on the isospin and effective mass m * q 1 . However, the splitting in light scalar meson J P = 0 + is the reverse of the naive quark model estimate. If instanton effects are considered, the splitting in the J P = 0 + channel above 1GeV (i.e. f 0 (1370), a 0 (1450), K * 0 (1430) and f 0 (1500))can also be explained within the framework of the QCD sum rule approach 2 .
If we assume an ordinary light-heavy underlying structure of open-charm systems a similar mass hierarchy as light pseudoscalars can also be observed in the J P = 0 − channel of D mesons, the D d (1869) and D s (1968) . However, in the J P = 0 + channel D s (2317) (which was first discovered by BARBAR Collaboration [10] and later confirmed by CLEO [11] ) and its isospin partner D * (2400) + (observed by FOCUS Collaboration [12] ) also show similar splitting as light scalars of J P = 0 + channel in contradiction to the naive quark model estimate. Among these open-charm systems D s (2317) triggers much attention on its underlying structure. Mass results from Lattice QCD for D s (2317) are larger than the experimental value [13] [14] [15] and the results in Ref. [13] suggested that D s (2317) might receive a large DK component. The work of Ref. [16] including this contribution from DK continuum in QCD sum rules based on acs structure tors are still the dominant non-perturbative corrections. These condensates do not preserve an ideal SU(3) flavor symmetry because of the symmetry-breaking effect of different quark masses.
In the framework of QCD sum rules the SU(3)-symmetry breaking effects present itself mainly from two sides. One is the different values of ūu , d d and ss , and associated mixed condensates. Ref. [23] studied the role of the chiral condensatein the mass splitting between the scalar-pseudoscalar D(and B) mesons with so-called no-free parameters sum rules in the chiral limit, and recently a parallel analysis was applied to the dependence of heavybaryons mass splitting on the ratio κ = ss / d d [24] . Another symmetry-breaking effect is the perturbative mass correction which is proportional to m q 1 m q 2 where q 1 and q 2 labels the quark content of the meson or the current considered. These breaking effects are small for pure-light mesons since the quark condensates, mixing condensates as well as the perturbative mass corrections are always accompanied by the light quark masses and therefore they will be greatly suppressed, especially for m u and m d . In fact we always use a massless approximation for pure light systems. However, when heavy quarks are involved, the mass effects will be considerable since the large mass of heavy quark takes the place of one of the light ones mentioned above. In other words the large mass of the heavy quark in heavy-light systems results in more significant mass effects than the pure-light system. Thus it is more consistent to take into account the mass corrections to an uniform order. The work [17] natural. To this end in our analysis we first select one member of a multiplet as " benchmark "
to fix the suitable threshold and Borel window. Then we apply these parameters to another member with replacing the SU(3)-breaking dependent quantities.
The article is structured as follows. In Section II we first review the necessary results on the operator mixing and cancelation of mass singularities for heavy-light current, then present the sum rules for pseudoscalar and scalar currents of D + mesons. In Section III the numerical results and discussion will be given. Conclusions are presented in Section IV.
II. THE FORMULAS
A. operator mixing and cancelation of mass singularities
In order to demonstrate the operator mixing and cancelation of mass singularities in heavylight quark system, we consider the following charmed scalar two-point function:
where d is the dimension of the operator and q = u, d, s. For simplicity the renormalization invariant factor (ln(µ/Λ)) −4/b has been suppressed where µ is the normalization point and
Setting aside the perturbative part until later, the contributions of VEVs of d ≤ 6 may be written as [27] :
The operators in Eq.(1) are defined as follows:
, in the following we assume the singularities in j 2 are canceled by the mixing and we will omit this term. All the charmed-condensates vanish by virtue of heavy quark expansion [3, [27] [28] [29] :
thus there are only gluonic and light quark related condensates left. It is clear there are mixing to gluonic operators fromand qGq terms, and with the help of this mixing the singular parts in gluonic coefficients in limit m q → 0 will be well canceled and we are left with an infrared stable expression. The final-form of various non-perturbative coefficients follows Eq. (1):
Three of theCs have been worked out [30] in expansion in m q . In our notation:
Substituting Eq.(4) and Eq.(5) into Eq.(3) all the mass singular parts of C G 2 and C G 3 appearing as 1/m q and ln m q are canceled since these terms are remnants of long distance structure of vacuum condensates. For definiteness we write down the explicit form of C G 2 to O(m q ) as:
Therefore to O(m q ) the operator mixing changes the C G 2 significantly and it is expected there will be new mass effects on the sum rules. Similarly, for C G 3 we have(see the appendix for details):
where
m 2 c − q 2 . Now we have fixed the non-perturbative parts in the OPE of scalar heavy-light current. It is easily to get the non-perturbative parts of pseudoscalar current by replacing m c by −m c in Eq.(3). The perturbative part and Cq jq will be presented in the forthcoming subsection.
B. the sum rules
The sum rules of scalar and pseudoscalar D are based on the following two-point correlation function:
where q is the light flavor in the D meson, Γ = {I, iγ 5 } for scalar and pseudoscalar D meson respectively. The decay matrix element of scalar D meson is defined as:
and following [33] the pseudoscalar one is defined as:
where m c is the c-quark mass and m D the D mass, and m q labels the mass of light quark. In- is the Euler constant. Contributions from 3-gluonic condensates have been omitted safely since it is m q -independent and greatly suppressed by the huge denominator therefore it is not responsible for the splitting as one can see from Eq. (7). The upper and lower signs in Eq. (9) are for the scalar and pseudoscalar channel respectively. 4 The m q -independent term in coefficient of αs π G 2 here is different from [17] and [23] , but this term has no impact on splitting except an uniform shift.
On the other hand the correlation function in Eq. (8) can also be derived from the phenomenological side by the dispersion relation:
where the spectral density ImΠ ph Γ (s) is obtained by inserting a complete set of quantum states Σ|n n| into Eq.(8) which reads:
Taking the Borel transformation of Eq.(10) and equating it with Eq. (9), after subtracting the continuum contributions we arrive the desired sum rules:
Now we have completed the sum rules for pseudoscalar and scalar D mesons. The input parameters in Eq. (12) are as follows [34] [35] [36] 40] :
All the values adopted above are given at the scale µ = 1GeV and we deduce the QCD scale Λ QCD to one-loop from α s (M Z ) = 0.1170 ± 0.0012 [26] . The renormalization scale dependence is given by [35] :
with b = (11N c − 2n f )/3. We use the following pole mass for the charm quark 5 [25] :
which can be expressed in terms of the running mass through the relation:
Taking the logarithm of both sides of Eq.(12) and applying the differential operator M 4 ∂/∂M 2 to them we can separate the mass from decay constant. Now we have fixed all the ingredients for numerical analysis.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Firstly we present the criteria followed in our analysis:
1. To specify the appropriate threshold and Borel window, we demand that the continuum contribution [i.e., the part in the dispersive integral from s 0 to ∞ which has been subtracted from both sides of Eq. (12)] should not be too large (less than 30% of the total dispersive integral). This criterion give us an upper limit on the Borel momentum M 2 . Furthermore, the non-perturbative dimension-six operators corrections should be less than 10% which establishes a lower limit.
5 A note in [23] argued that the value m c = 1.46GeV used in [17] may be ill-defined. As the sum rule is sensitive to m c as we can see in the next section, the larger choice m c = 1.47 ± 0.04GeV here might induce new error. But it does not affect the splitting since the thresholds are fixed for same channel in our analysis.
2. In order to check the mass effects on the splitting of the same J P channel, states of that channel will be analyzed under same threshold while the flavor-dependent parameters such as m q ,as well as qσGq change correspondingly. This will supply us with an appropriate comparison in the same channel with different light content.
3. As mentioned above our primary concern is a correct splitting trend, not the whole spectrum in same channel. Thus we select one state as our "benchmark" to determine the threshold and Borel window according to criterion 1. For definiteness we select D d and D s as our sample in 0 − and in 0 + channel respectively. After this we turn on another state following criterion 2. If it is a natural sum rule, it should produce a correct splitting trend that agrees with the experiment.
With these criteria in mind we plot the mass curves of the two states in the same channel against the Borel momentum M 2 in a diagram for different threshold and charm mass m c since it is convenient to observe the splitting. The working windows which satisfy the criterion 1 are marked by two short lines(or one short line which labels the upper limit only) while the narrow ranges from which we read our numerical value are marked by shaded bars. If there is no an obvious extremum within the window we determined, the central value will be adopted.
Under these criteria we find for fixed threshold and charm mass m c as well as scale parameter µ the working windows for D d and D s in each channel are very close. The upper limit of our working windows decrease as the thresholds decrease, while it seems that the lower limit is nearly invariant which can be seen from the following graphs. When we scale up to µ = 1.3GeV the upper limit increases compared with µ = 1GeV while there is no obvious impact on the lower limit.
First, we study the 0 − channel from the pseudoscalar sum rule given in Eq. (12) Therefore it is expected that if we determine the threshold of each member separately, at some lager threshold than the one for D d the mass of D s will be well produced from the sum rules. In addition, the theoretical results are very sensitive to charm mass: as we can see from figure.1, at the lowest value adopted in our work, even at a much higher s 0 it is still difficult to produce
We can read from figure.1 that it seems the pole mass m c = 1.47GeV is more appropriate than the other two choices. The results are summarized in Table. I. can be realized which is also lower than the experimental one ∼ 35MeV. However, it indeed figure. 1 for different threshold s 0 and m c at scale µ = 1GeV. gives a correct splitting trend which agrees with experiment. The results in the 0 + channel are summarized in Table. II.
It is instructive to study the scale dependence of our results since physical quantities are scale-independent thus it will supply a natural check on our results. Therefore the theoretical splitting should be unchanged when calculated with another scale. To this end we evolve the related parameters according to Eq. (14) to a higher scale µ = 1.3GeV which is still lower than with the splitting obtained at µ = 1GeV. Therefore the splitting in both channels are invariant which shows a correct scale invariance. Combined the results at µ = 1GeV we conjecture the reason why it is difficult to develop an extremum value at large charm mass in 0 + channel maybe, as pointed out in [23] , is that a large charm mass will induce large error. Our results imply that it is more appropriate to take a lower pole mass for charm. In fact as the scale increases, we approach to the asymptotic free side further thus the non-perturbative effects will have reduced impact. We can see obviously from figure.4 that at the high energy side in the 0 + channel the mass gap decreases. figure. 3 for different threshold s 0 and m c at scale µ = 1.3GeV. function, then a repulsive force is induced by the QCD vacuum. Since
Furthermore the " force " is scale dependent which implies that the larger the scale is, the farther we leave from the confinement sector, therefore the importance of non-perturbative effects will be discounted compared with a lower scale. In the 0 + channel the effect of the quark condensateoverpowers other mass effects, so we find M Ds < M D d . On the contrary if we set d d = ss then the mass difference in 0 + channel is produced by m q -dependent terms only; thus it is expected there will be massflipping. The mass curves are shown in figure. 5. It is obvious that the mass gap of the two scalars are very sensitive to the ratio κ = ss / ūu . However, in 0 − channel the sign of the splitting remains unchanged, the mass gap of the two states is not sensitive to this ratio.
In fact we can categorize corrections into two parts: one is parity-dependent and mainly proportional to light quark masses,and qσGq , another is parity-independent such as m, mσGq and2 . It seems the former overpower the latter because the latter are doubly suppressed by the m q and the, however, their magnitudes for SU ( Therefore the mass gap is broader in the 0 − channel than in 0 + of D meson. It is worthy to mention that this phenomenon is partly noticed in [23] . In fact these results can be generalized to the 0 − and 0 + channels of pure-light mesons, but the mass difference induced by various condensates is greatly suppressed by small light quark mass thus it is expected the splitting is tiny by this mechanism, so to realize a realistic splitting in QCD sum rules based on a naive quark model should take into account instanton effects [8, 9] .
As operator mixing changes the coefficient of two-gluonic condensates significantly, we can see the m q -dependent parts in C G 2 are parity-dependent and have a complicated form but also A natural idea is to generalize these arguments to the 1 − and 1 + channel of D. Unfortunately it does not work which can be well understood from heavy quark effective theory [37] . When there is no orbital excitation of light content, the c-quark with spin s c = 1/2 and the light degrees of freedom with spin s l = 1/2 forming a multiplet of hadrons with spin:
thus it is clear there is a unique J P = 1 − multiplet. While if there is orbital excitation of light degrees of freedom, the spin of light content will be:
combining with the spin of c-quark s c = 1/2:
so there will be two 1 + multiplets, the D * 1 and the D 1 states experimentally. These two states are very close, thus the single resonance approximation in QCD sum rules is not viable. If we let the charm mass go to infinity these two 1 + states can be separated in the formalism of the heavy quark effective theory [38] . However, the 1/m c corrections which are the same order of SU(3)-breaking effects make these two states mix again. So we still cannot get a simple correspondence between 1 − and 1 + . We can resort to the experimental data directly [36] . The mass splitting between D s and D d in 1 − is about 100MeV, while it is only about 40MeV in the lower 1 + (which corresponds to 1 − in the heavy quark mass limit). A similar effect still appears.
Finally let us briefly mention the B case although there is not enough experimental evidence.
Since the b-quark mass is so large the SU(3)-breaking effects are smeared in the formalism Eq.(12). We can hope the similar effects will be recovered in the formalism of the heavy quark effective theory. Certainly, SU(3)-breaking effects also appear in 1/m h corrections which might not be small and could cause some differences between D mesons and B mesons.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, based on the pseudoscalar and scalar sum rule from cq structure we investigate the SU ( Appendix A: derivation of Eq. (7) It is a little effort to work out C G 3 in scalar current expansion from a vector current expansion. To this end, let us consider vector current two-point function:
Π µν (q 2 ) = i d 4 xe iqx 0|T {q(x)γ µ c(x),c(0)γ ν q(0)}|0
To single out the scalar part we contract Eq.(A1) with q µ q ν : 
And C G 3 has been worked out [39] in heavy-light vector current expansion, here we write it in a standard form:
µν (q 2 ) = (−g µν q 2 + q µ q ν )A + g µν (m c − m q )
